Your integrated Dynamics cloud store, instantly
We understand you’d like to grow your business and take it online effectively. That’s why we created Sana
Express, the cloud e-Commerce solution for small & starting businesses. Sana Express offers the power of Sana
– the fully integrated and real-time platform for Microsoft Dynamics – hosted on Azure for only €399/$499 per
month.

Start selling now

Fully integrated, absolutely real-time

Setting up a web shop has never been this easy.

Stock level NAV = stock level shop.

With Sana Express there is no software to install

No other web shop works like Sana. Due to our

and configure, neither do you have to manage a

sophisticated way of integrating, part of Sana is

server. We provide a web shop as a service, which

installed within Dynamics NAV. As a result, your

means your shop is hosted and you can be online

ERP does the calculation of the online shopping

quickly. We handle the technology, so that you can

cart, real-time. This way your customers are able to

focus on running and growing your business. Like

see customer specific prices, your actual stock will

you can do with NAV 2013, your shop will be

be shown and discount rules will automatically be

hosted in the cloud, on Azure if wanted, allowing

calculated in your shop. Plus, Sana Express enables

your shop to scale when your business grows.

you to process your orders instantly.

Your shop, your design
Everything you need to make your online store
stand out.
We offer a customizable design that enables you to
easily create the look and feel of your shop. Sana
Express helps you to design your store to support
your business, regardless of your design skills.

There’s no need for extensive CSS or HTML

making your products findable online: Sana Express

knowledge. Plus, the easy to manage front-end

takes care of it. For example, automatically

editor allows you to quickly make changes in the

generated sitemaps tell search engines what pages

design of your shop. Designing could not be any

to index.

easier.
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ENDORSED PARTNER:

SEO optimization
Awansoft Technology Sdn Bhd

Get found through search engines.
We want you to rank high in search results, that’s
why we publish your content in a search enginefriendly way. We work closely together with eMarketing specialists to optimize our software for
search engines, like Google, so you can benefit
from it. You don’t have to invest time and money in
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